
Begin a new life today
If you're like me, you've probably got a few regrets in your past.

Perhaps you didn't buy Amazon.com stock when it was first issued. Perhaps you
didn't sell it when it was at its high. Perhaps you bought stock in Enron, and then
held onto it -- and still hold on to it.

It doesn't really matter what your regrets are. We all have them. They may be
minor regrets, or they may be major ones -- but they're there, nevertheless.

This was brought to my mind a few days ago, when I read a story about a person
who had served some time in prison for securities fraud. Upon his release, this
man concentrated on public service, attempting to right some of the wrongs that
he had committed.

He quoted his mother's advice: "The best time to plant a tree is 20 years ago.
The second best time is today."

As I read the story, I was struck by the simplicity and wisdom of this advice.
Certainly, many of us go through our lives wishing for a time machine, to take us
back 50 years, so we can invest money in the stock market -- or back four years
so we can take it all out. We are stymied in our dreams, since in this life, we live
our lives one year to the next.

This simple wisdom puts it all in context. Sure -- it would have been better if you
had acted years ago -- but that doesn't preclude you from acting positively today
-- now, in fact.

So many of us allow our past to stymie our present -- we give up, because we
didn't make the decisions earlier in life.

We should let this be our motto: Never let your past rule your future.

It really doesn't matter what you did twenty years ago -- nor does it really matter
what you didn't do. The only thing that matters is one question: What are you
going to do today?

Altogether too often, people like you and I give up on ourselves because we feel
we've got too hard a hill to climb -- either the actions we made yesterday have
increased our level of difficulty, or the inaction we should have done have made
our journey more arduous. Plainly put, however, we will never reach the top of
the hill -- we will never reach our destination -- until we begin our journey.
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It's altogether too easy to take a defeatist attitude -- and sit on your rear end,
whining about what you "should have done."

"I should have been a lawyer," one person whines.

"I should have been a doctor," whines another.

Still another person feels they should have been a Supreme Court Justice, and
another thinks they should have been a district manager. Yet another person
neglected their savings when they were young, and another one always wanted
to be a novelist, but never learned how to write.

Life is full of "should," "would," and "could," but dwelling on the mistakes of our
past gives no help to our future.

Our future will largely be defined by our present action -- not the past that holds
us bound altogether too often. If we allow ourselves to be bound by our inaction
in years past, our future is bleak, indeed.

If we "should have" started saving for retirement 20 years ago -- well, all the
more reason we should start saving now. If we "would have" made a good
doctor, perhaps the possibility still exists -- or some variant of the possibility.

Sure, we've taken paths in life that have determined where we currently wind up.
I've often said in my own life that the good things that have happened have
largely been the result of other people's action, while the bad things are my own
darn fault. Still, that shouldn't stop any of us from turning our life in a direction we
wish to move.

Each and every one of us has some degree of control over our lives -- but until
we choose to wield that control, our lives wander all over the map. Like a
rudderless ship, we move to and from, often moving in circles for long periods of
time.

Our lives are incredibly important -- and what we do with those lives is important
as well. Each of us impacts numerous people through our daily activities -- for
good or for bad. By choosing to act now, despite whatever our past may have
lurking, we choose to take control of our future, creating value untold in the years
to come.

It's all fine and good for "Star Trek" to go back in time and fix the world's
problems retroactively, but those of us who don't live in science fiction worlds
have to live life one day at a time.



We should make certain that we live the days that we have wisely -- and
remember the mother's advice. The best time to plant a tree is 20 years ago.
The second best time is today.

Last weekend, I spent a few minutes looking at a tree that was planted 150 years
ago. It was marred by the age, but was still green and relatively healthy. When
that tree was planted, the gardener likely never realized the age that tree would
accrue. When the gardener died, the tree was still young. Generations have
climbed that tree, planted by that simple act, so many years ago. Hundreds, if not
thousands of people have rested in its shade over the years. No doubt hundreds
have climbed that tree.

We all live shaded by the trees that were planted by other people -- and yes, we
should have planted trees of our own many, many years ago -- no matter what
your "trees" may be.

But that doesn't stop us from planting them today.

We can never allow ourselves to be ruled by our past -- and we should always
choose to rule our own future, through action today.
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